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Not a matter of 
if…

It’s a matter of 
when!

Pesticide spills are going to happen!Pesticide spills are going to happen!Pesticide spills are going to happen!Pesticide spills are going to happen!

Will YOU know how to handle the problem???Will YOU know how to handle the problem???Will YOU know how to handle the problem???Will YOU know how to handle the problem???

Will your coWill your coWill your coWill your co----workers know workers know workers know workers know how to handle how to handle how to handle how to handle the problem???the problem???the problem???the problem???

SPILL KITS  AND HOW TO USE THEMSPILL KITS  AND HOW TO USE THEMSPILL KITS  AND HOW TO USE THEMSPILL KITS  AND HOW TO USE THEM

SELF REPORTING  SPILLSSELF REPORTING  SPILLSSELF REPORTING  SPILLSSELF REPORTING  SPILLS

� Any ACCIDENTAL release of a pesticide-

� Pesticide spills will happen!

� Spills are spills- big or small-

� Know exactly what to do when it happens!
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� The new restrictions come from research 
conducted by California researchers-

� Research suggests: 

� pyrethroid runoff from non-agricultural uses into 
nearby creeks was adversely impacting aquatic 

microorganisms. 

� Language has being added to labels 
of synthetic pyrethroid non-
agricultural outdoor products that has 
changed how we do perimeter 
treatments and termite pretreats-

�WHY?

�To reduce pesticide 
runoff into creeks

�To protect water quality 
and aquatic life…

�WHY?

�“California always likes to 
�out-do the federal 

government”

� Mike Katz, President
� Western Exterminator Co. 
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IT CAN HAPPEN 
TO YOU!!!

BAD DAY FOR DOING 
AN OUTSIDE PESTICIDE 

TREATMENT!

� To protect the environment, do not allow  pesticide to 
enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, 

gutters or surface waters.

� Applying this product in calm weather when

rain is not predicted for the next 24 hours will

help to ensure that wind or rain does not blow

or wash pesticide off the treatment area.

� Red=Mandatory Language

� Green=Advisory Language

SOMEONE HAS 
STOLEN MY TRUCK!!!

PEST VEHICLE ON 

I-75 SOUTH

THE TERMITE 
TREATMENT THAT 
ENDED UP IN LAKE 

LANIER…
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PESTICIDE 
TREATMENT AT 

LAKE LANIER

What (NOT) to do when your 
termite rig springs  a leak at a 
grocery store parking lot…

1.  Control: 1.  Control: 1.  Control: 1.  Control: can be as simple as righting a container 
of pesticide or closing the valve of a treating 
wand-

Rope off the area to keep others from becoming 
contaminated-

Do not leave the site of a spill until it is cleaned Do not leave the site of a spill until it is cleaned Do not leave the site of a spill until it is cleaned Do not leave the site of a spill until it is cleaned 
up and neutralized or decontaminated.up and neutralized or decontaminated.up and neutralized or decontaminated.up and neutralized or decontaminated.

2. Contain: 2. Contain: 2. Contain: 2. Contain: by using absorbent snakes for large
spills from termite rigs…    

you could carry a shovel and dig soil from 
any nearby area to dike around the spill-

you can also use kitty litter or SOAK UP to contain a 
spill-

Timing is everything  Timing is everything  Timing is everything  Timing is everything  when controlling spills-
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3. Call office: Call office: Call office: Call office: For sizable spills you should be

concerned about crowd control-

If the spill is too large for one person to 

handle, call for help!

4. Clean up: 4. Clean up: 4. Clean up: 4. Clean up: Depending on the surface of the 
spill area you may be able to use Soak Up-

Always carry enough Soak Up to absorb the 
largest possible spill you may have according 
to the equipment you’re using-

1 jug of Soak Up per 50 gallons of liquid1 jug of Soak Up per 50 gallons of liquid1 jug of Soak Up per 50 gallons of liquid1 jug of Soak Up per 50 gallons of liquid----

?
Control
Contain

Call Office
Clean Up

If an injured person is involved and can’t be If an injured person is involved and can’t be If an injured person is involved and can’t be If an injured person is involved and can’t be 
initially movedinitially movedinitially movedinitially moved----

� call 911 –

� perform CPR if you are able 

� Don’t move an injured party unless his or her life 
is in danger-

� If possible, remove anyone exposed to the 
pesticide from the site and see to their proper 
treatment-

� Determine if  the pesticide(s) involved in the 
accident-

� In case of fire, it’s always great to have 
pesticide(s) label and msds readily available-

The fire department appreciates this!
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Several years ago I
noticed a major 
plume of smoke 
billowing up in 

the sky about a ½ 
mile away from 
the office…

In case of fire… get out of the truck!

Don’t be a Reggie!Don’t be a Reggie!Don’t be a Reggie!Don’t be a Reggie!

� Contain the spill by preventing it from getting into 
drains or ditches and contaminating water-

� Never hose down a pesticide spill with water. This will This will This will This will 
only spread the contaminationonly spread the contaminationonly spread the contaminationonly spread the contamination----

� Shut down broken or malfunctioning equipment and 
seal any leaking containers-

� Keep people away from the spill and wear appropriate 
safety equipment-

� Report important details about the accident-

� depending on the type of spill, your office 
should immediately contact police or fire 
officials and the appropriate state authoritiesand the appropriate state authoritiesand the appropriate state authoritiesand the appropriate state authorities----

� When the appropriate state authorities get When the appropriate state authorities get When the appropriate state authorities get When the appropriate state authorities get 
involved …involved …involved …involved …

� Be Prepared… they are checking everything!Be Prepared… they are checking everything!Be Prepared… they are checking everything!Be Prepared… they are checking everything!

� 1 instruction sheet

� 1 55-gallon open-head drum

� 4 pairs nitrile gloves

� 2 pair goggles

� 2 respirators and pesticide cartridges

� 2 aprons (chemical resistant)

� 2 pairs rubber boots

� 2 pairs of cotton coveralls
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� 1 dustpan

� 1 shop brush

� 1 square-point ‘D’ handle shovel

� 1 dozen polyethylene bags w/ties

� 1 push broom with synthetic fibers

� 1 gallon liquid detergent

� 3 gallons household bleach

� 80 lbs absorbent material

� 1 bung wrench

� 1 drum spigot

� 1 l-3/8’ open-end wrench

� 1 drum pump (manual)

� 30 ft ½” polyethylene tubing

� or 1 25-ft garden hose

� 1 instruction sheet

� 1 5-gallon pail

� 2 pairs of nitrile gloves

� 1 pair goggles

� 1 respirator and cartridges

� 1 pair coveralls

� 1 dustpan

� 1 shop brush

� 10-30 lbs. absorbent material

� 1 pint liquid detergent

� 6 polyethylene bags w/ties

� 1 portable eyewash
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� 1 first aid kit

� 1 pair rubber boots

� 1 apron

POISON POISON POISON POISON CONTROL CENTER (HUMAN OR ANIMAL)CONTROL CENTER (HUMAN OR ANIMAL)CONTROL CENTER (HUMAN OR ANIMAL)CONTROL CENTER (HUMAN OR ANIMAL)

National National National National Poison Control Hotline (Spanish speakers Poison Control Hotline (Spanish speakers Poison Control Hotline (Spanish speakers Poison Control Hotline (Spanish speakers 
availableavailableavailableavailable))))

Call (800Call (800Call (800Call (800) ) ) ) 222222222222----1222122212221222

SPILLSSPILLSSPILLSSPILLS

((((Georgia Environmental Protection DivisionGeorgia Environmental Protection DivisionGeorgia Environmental Protection DivisionGeorgia Environmental Protection Division))))

(800) (800) (800) (800) 241241241241----4113411341134113

GEORGIA GEORGIA GEORGIA GEORGIA PEST MANAGEMENT HANDBOOKPEST MANAGEMENT HANDBOOKPEST MANAGEMENT HANDBOOKPEST MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK

2015 Homeowner Edition

For For For For large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:

Call Georgia DNR EPD Response Team

(800) (800) (800) (800) 241241241241----4113411341134113

For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:

Local sheriff or police.

Georgia State Patrol *GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone

The office staff The office staff The office staff The office staff should call the manufacturer, locate 
the pertinent MSDS in the company files, and call 
911 to confirm that they have been contacted-

Management’s role Management’s role Management’s role Management’s role in this team effort is to go 
immediately to the spill site and bring label/msds 
book and additional spill containment supplies-

The manager The manager The manager The manager should be prepared to deal with the 
authorities by providing information as accurately 

as possible-
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What you shouldn’t do…
(pretreat in small town near Macon…)

Spill the beans too Spill the beans too Spill the beans too Spill the beans too 
soon!soon!soon!soon!

…unless you have been 
instructed by your 

management to do so-

There are obvious legal and public There are obvious legal and public There are obvious legal and public There are obvious legal and public 
relations ramifications to this…relations ramifications to this…relations ramifications to this…relations ramifications to this…

� Put on appropriate personal protective 
equipment before containing spills!

� Rubber gloves/ boots

� Respirator

� Goggles

� Chemical apron

� You must not leave  until another 
knowledgeable person arrives at the scene-

� If clean up procedure involves others beside 
company staff, someone from the company 
should stay until clean up process is 
finished-
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� Shovel all contaminated material into leak-
proof containers and dispose of them in an 
appropriate landfill-

� Spills that occur indoors should be ventilated 
for several hours to get rid of pesticide 
odors-

Federal Federal Federal Federal law law law law applies when a spill happens under 
uncontrolled conditions, such as on the ground 
or street, and the quantity of the spill is equal 
to, or more than, the reportable quantity.

These spills must be reported to the authorities 
because they will affect the environment.

State laws State laws State laws State laws may also govern when a spill must 
be reported and may be considerably more 
restrictive than federal law.

For For For For large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:large spills, leaks, or pesticide fires:

Call Georgia DNR EPD Response Team

(800) (800) (800) (800) 241241241241----4113411341134113

For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:For spills on public roads or other public areas call:

Local sheriff or police.

Georgia State Patrol *GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone*GSP (*477) on mobile phone

Report Report Report Report if there is if there is if there is if there is anyanyanyany potential for harm to potential for harm to potential for harm to potential for harm to 
human health or the environment human health or the environment human health or the environment human health or the environment from the 
spill, or if the spill occurs in an area frequented 
by the public. 

The The The The spill is not reportable spill is not reportable spill is not reportable spill is not reportable when it does not 
result in pesticide lost to the environment, and 
there is no threat to air, soil, or waterthere is no threat to air, soil, or waterthere is no threat to air, soil, or waterthere is no threat to air, soil, or water, such as 
when it occurs on a concrete floor, or in an 
enclosed area, and is removed by proper spill and is removed by proper spill and is removed by proper spill and is removed by proper spill 
cleancleancleanclean----up procedures.up procedures.up procedures.up procedures.

You You You You will need to focus on several will need to focus on several will need to focus on several will need to focus on several things: things: things: things: 

IIIIndividualsndividualsndividualsndividuals’ safety, spill containment and ’ safety, spill containment and ’ safety, spill containment and ’ safety, spill containment and 
cleanup, and who to call for assistancecleanup, and who to call for assistancecleanup, and who to call for assistancecleanup, and who to call for assistance....

This is not the time to be This is not the time to be This is not the time to be This is not the time to be 
learning what to learning what to learning what to learning what to do…do…do…do…

Prevent Prevent Prevent Prevent unauthorized people from entering the unauthorized people from entering the unauthorized people from entering the unauthorized people from entering the 
spill spill spill spill area by  posting signs area by  posting signs area by  posting signs area by  posting signs and and and and using barrier using barrier using barrier using barrier 
tape or rope around the tape or rope around the tape or rope around the tape or rope around the area…area…area…area…

Eliminate all sources of ignition in order to Eliminate all sources of ignition in order to Eliminate all sources of ignition in order to Eliminate all sources of ignition in order to 
prevent fire or explosion from prevent fire or explosion from prevent fire or explosion from prevent fire or explosion from vapors…vapors…vapors…vapors…
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Wear Wear Wear Wear appropriate personal protectiveappropriate personal protectiveappropriate personal protectiveappropriate personal protective equipmentequipmentequipmentequipment----

Notify Notify Notify Notify others about the spill, and have backup close others about the spill, and have backup close others about the spill, and have backup close others about the spill, and have backup close 
bybybyby. . . . 

Stop Stop Stop Stop further leakage (shut valves, reposition further leakage (shut valves, reposition further leakage (shut valves, reposition further leakage (shut valves, reposition 
leaking container leaking container leaking container leaking container etc.)etc.)etc.)etc.)

If the leak is being directed into another If the leak is being directed into another If the leak is being directed into another If the leak is being directed into another 
container, ensure that it does not container, ensure that it does not container, ensure that it does not container, ensure that it does not overflow…overflow…overflow…overflow…

Be sure the spill is contained Be sure the spill is contained Be sure the spill is contained Be sure the spill is contained at the original siteat the original siteat the original siteat the original site....

Prevent the pesticide from entering ditches, storm Prevent the pesticide from entering ditches, storm Prevent the pesticide from entering ditches, storm Prevent the pesticide from entering ditches, storm 
drains, wells and waterwaysdrains, wells and waterwaysdrains, wells and waterwaysdrains, wells and waterways....

A spill pooled on a paved road, or other A spill pooled on a paved road, or other A spill pooled on a paved road, or other A spill pooled on a paved road, or other 
impermeable impermeable impermeable impermeable surface can be easily removed. surface can be easily removed. surface can be easily removed. surface can be easily removed. 

But But But But if it reaches surface water, recovery will be very if it reaches surface water, recovery will be very if it reaches surface water, recovery will be very if it reaches surface water, recovery will be very 
difficult or impossible. Block any entrance to storm difficult or impossible. Block any entrance to storm difficult or impossible. Block any entrance to storm difficult or impossible. Block any entrance to storm 
drains drains drains drains or waterways.or waterways.or waterways.or waterways.

By making a dike By making a dike By making a dike By making a dike of sand or of sand or of sand or of sand or soil or making a soil or making a soil or making a soil or making a 
trench…trench…trench…trench…

Using absorbent Using absorbent Using absorbent Using absorbent material material material material ---- some absorbent some absorbent some absorbent some absorbent 
materials can be applied to a registered materials can be applied to a registered materials can be applied to a registered materials can be applied to a registered 
treatment treatment treatment treatment site (for example, site (for example, site (for example, site (for example, SOAK UP or kitty SOAK UP or kitty SOAK UP or kitty SOAK UP or kitty 
litter), while others, such as absorbent pads, litter), while others, such as absorbent pads, litter), while others, such as absorbent pads, litter), while others, such as absorbent pads, 
require disposal. require disposal. require disposal. require disposal. 

Use rags or paper towels…Use rags or paper towels…Use rags or paper towels…Use rags or paper towels…

Liquid spills should be covered Liquid spills should be covered Liquid spills should be covered Liquid spills should be covered 
with an with an with an with an absorbent…absorbent…absorbent…absorbent…

Dry spills should be covered Dry spills should be covered Dry spills should be covered Dry spills should be covered 
with plastic or a with plastic or a with plastic or a with plastic or a tarp…tarp…tarp…tarp…

For dry spills such as granularFor dry spills such as granularFor dry spills such as granularFor dry spills such as granular, dust, wettable, , dust, wettable, , dust, wettable, , dust, wettable, 
dispersibledispersibledispersibledispersible and soluble powder and soluble powder and soluble powder and soluble powder formulations…formulations…formulations…formulations…

1. Cover the spill with plastic or a tarp to 
prevent a breeze from moving the material.

2. Put weights on the cover.

3. Use a broom, dust pan or shovel to sweep 
up the spill while rolling back the tarp to 
expose only a small area at a time.
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4. Place spillage in metal or plastic containers. 
Plastic bags may be used, but only as a last 
resort.

5. Use of the product is legal and allows the 
material to breakdown under normal 
application conditions; thus, negating the 
possible need to handle the material as an 
expensive hazardous waste.

6. If application is not possible, dispose of as a 
hazardous or non-hazardous waste.

Liquid Liquid Liquid Liquid spills…spills…spills…spills…

1. Soak up the liquid with an appropriate 
absorbent. (sweeping compound, sawdust).

2. Use a broom to work the absorbent into the 
spill.

3. Gather the combined material and deposit it 
in a labeled plastic or metal container.

4. Use of the product is legal and allows the 
material to breakdown under normal 
application conditions; thus, negating the 
possible need to handle the material as an 
expensive hazardous waste.

5. If application is not possible, dispose of as a 
hazardous or non-hazardous waste.

After After After After the bulk of the spill has been removed, the bulk of the spill has been removed, the bulk of the spill has been removed, the bulk of the spill has been removed, 
apply the appropriate decontamination apply the appropriate decontamination apply the appropriate decontamination apply the appropriate decontamination 

material. material. material. material. 

The The The The material chosen depends on the pesticide material chosen depends on the pesticide material chosen depends on the pesticide material chosen depends on the pesticide 
spilled.spilled.spilled.spilled.

� 1) Apply the appropriate solution and allow 1 
to 6 hours for the chemicals to work.

� 2) Use an absorbent to collect the residues.

� 3) Dry decontaminants are sprinkled in a thin 
layer over the spill area. The powder needs to 
be activated with water. A watering can is 
used to wet the powder lightly.

� 4) Tools are cleaned with soap and water or 
an appropriate decontaminant.

Such as glazed ceramic tile, sealed concrete, or 
no-wax flooring…. 

Use water and a strong detergent to remove  
residues of the spill from the surface-

Don’t allow run off of wash solution to occur 
from  clean up site-
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Like soil, unsealed wood or carpet…

You may have to remove the contaminated 
surface-

This material must be disposed of the same 
way as an excess pesticide-

Oil Concentrate in the carpetOil Concentrate in the carpetOil Concentrate in the carpetOil Concentrate in the carpet---- Walked in the office on a Monday morning…

Ran some phone lines the previous Friday-

No!

Using a strong mixture of:

CHLORINE BLEACH

DISHWASHER DETERGENT

WATER

Wash vehicle and equipment that has been 
decontaminated with pesticide-
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Be sure to wash PPE’S-

Rubber gloves and boots-

Coveralls-

(Wash coveralls separately from routine clothes 
washing!)


